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Winner of a 2012 Parents' Choice Gold Award

Inspired by Mister G’s concert tours throughout Latin
America, Chocolalala spans a wide range of musical styles from
bossa nova to ska, funk to folk, rap to pop. With captivating Latin
rhythms and melodies, the songs teach about counting, colors and
nature, and celebrate the joys of eating chocolate,  dancing and

riding on the school bus with friends. 

“Skillfully and tunefully wraps entertaining and educational lyrics in a 
variety of  Latin rhythms that offer listeners a welcome invitation to sing
along, jump to  their feet and move to the beat.”

-Parents’ Choice Gold Award review

“The musical equivalent of  a tasty chocolate bar infused with a spicy 
chili kick!”

-Scholastic Parent and Child Magazine

“Simply put, Chocolalala is fantastico (fantastic)! This album is superbly 
crafted, and every song is a joy to listen to, time and time again. It's also
a wonderful invitation to Spanish language and expressive culture for 
listeners of  every age… the best balance in a bilingual album for kids -- 
songs that are all at once entertaining, educational, authentic, and 
fun.”

-Common Sense Media

“Not only catchy but educational….every song offers tons of  bilingual 
fun for kids.”

-Spanglish Baby
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Colores
Blue azul 
Rojo red 
So many colors inside my head 

En mi mente, en mi mente, en mi mente 
Tantos colores en mi mente 

Rosa pink 
Verde green 
So many colors it’s like a dream 

En mi mente, en mi mente, en mi mente 
Tantos colores en mi mente 

Amarillo yellow 
Moreno brown 
So many colors I’m spinning round 
Amarillo yellow 
Moreno brown 
So many colors I’m falling down 

En mi mente, en mi mente, en mi mente 
Tantos colores en mi mente 



Colors
Blue blue
Red red
So many colors inside my head 

In my mind, in my mind, in my mind
So many colors in my mind

Pink pink
Green green
So many colors it’s like a dream 

In my mind, in my mind, in my mind
So many colors in my mind

Yellow yellow
Brown brown
So many colors I’m spinning round 
Yellow yellow
Brown brown
So many colors I’m falling down 

In my mind, in my mind, in my mind
So many colors in my mind



Ahorita
Ahorita jugando, ahorita tocando 
Ahorita corriendo, ahorita cantando 
Ahorita saltando, ahorita bromeando 
Ahorita sonriendo, Ahorita aprendiendo 

Estámos aquí en este mundo 
Tenemos una oportunidad 
Ayuda a uno y al otro 
Señores, señoritas 
Les digo: ahorita! 

Ahorita jugando, ahorita tocando 
Ahorita corriendo, ahorita cantando 
Ahorita saltando, ahorita bromeando 
Ahorita sonriendo, Ahorita aprendiendo 

There’s not a moment that’s like any other 
The world is waiting for you to discover 
What is it that gets your toes tapping 

What is the sound of everybody clapping 



Right Now
We're playing games now, we're playing music right now 
We're running now, we're singing right now
We're jumping now, we're joking right now 
We're smiling now, we're learning right now

We are here in this world
We have an opportunity
Help each and every one
Ladies and gentlemen
I say this to you: right now!

We're playing games now, we're playing music right now 
We're running now, we're singing right now
We're jumping now, we're joking right now 
We're smiling now, we're learning right now

There’s not a moment that’s like any other 
The world is waiting for you to discover 
What is it that gets your toes tapping 

What is the sound of everybody clapping 



Mono en mis Manos
Es algo raro, extraño 
Un mono como regalo 
Gracias a mis hermanos 
Por mi compañero

Tengo un mono en mis manos 
Tengo un mono en mis manos 
Tengo un mono en mis manos 
Voy a acariciarlo 

No te preocupes, tranquilo 
Estoy feliz con mi mono 
Jugamos fútbol, ¿por qué no? 
Andamos por las calles 

I’ve got a mono en mis manos 
I’ve got a mono en mis manos 
I’ve got a mono en mis manos 
Vamos a gozarnos 

Te presento a mi mono 
Mi mono Alejandro 
Alejandro es mi mono 
Un mono divertido, 
Un mono distinguido 
Alejandro es mi mono 

Es algo raro, extraño
Un mono como regalo 
Mi vida tenía un vacio 
Antes de Alejandro 



Monkey in my Hands
It's something odd, it's something strange
A monkey as a gift
I want to thank my brothers
For bringing me my buddy

I have a monkey in my hands 
I have a monkey in my hands 
I have a monkey in my hands 
I'm going to pet it

Don't worry, calm down
I'm happy with my monkey 
We play soccer, why not?
We walk down the street

I've got a monkey in my hands 
I've got a monkey in my hands 
I've got a monkey in my hands 
We're going to have fun

Let me introduce my monkey 
My monkey Alejandro 
Alejandro is my monkey
A fun monkey,
A distinguished monkey 
Alejandro is my monkey

It's something odd, it's something strange 
A monkey as a gift
My life was empty
Before Alejandro



Chocolalala
Chocolalala, chocolalala, chocolala 
Chocolate 
Chocolalala, chocolalala, chocolala 
Chocolate 

Huevos y frijoles y chocolate 
Gatos y perros y chocolate 
No quiero salsa ni aguacate 
Dame, dame, dame chocolate 

Osos y jirafas y chocolate 
Madres y padres y chocolate 
No quiero salsa ni aguacate 
Dame, dame, dame chocolate 

Uno, dos, tres!
A quien le gusta chocolate? A mí!



Chocolalala
Chocolalala, chocolalala, chocolala 
Chocolate 
Chocolalala, chocolalala, chocolala 
Chocolate 

Eggs and beans and chocolate 
Cats and dogs and chocolate
I don't want salsa or avocado
Gimme, gimme, gimme chocolate

Bears and giraffes and chocolate 
Mothers and fathers and chocolate 
I don't want salsa or avocado 
Gimme, gimme, gimme chocolate

One, two, three!
Who likes chocolate? I do!



Bailamos
Bailamos en El Salvador, bailamos en Perú 
Bailamos en Colombia, bailamos me and you 
Bailamos en Bolivia, bailamos en Brasil 
Bailamos en Ecuador, til we get our fill

Bailamos, bailamos, bailamos 
El ritmo disfrutamos 
Bailamos, bailamos, bailamos 

Bailamos en Nueva York, Los Angeles, Miami 
Barcelona, Buenos Aires 
We’re gonna have a party 
Bailamos en Caracas, en Londres y Japón 
We’re dancing all around the world 
On and on and on 

México, Cuba, Guatemala 
Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Panamá 
La República Dominicana
Argentina y Uruguay, Paraguay 
Chile, Puerto Rico, Honduras 
España, baliamos, bailamos, bailamos 

Bailamos, bailamos, bailamos 
El ritmo disfrutamos 
Bailamos, bailamos, bailamos 
Nosotros celebramos 
Bailamos, bailamos, bailamos 



We're Dancing

Dancing in Salvador, dancing in Peru 
Dancing in Colombia, dancing me and you 
Dancing in Bolivia, dancing  in Brazil
Dancing in Ecuador, til we get our fill

We're dancing, we're dancing, we're dancing
We're enjoying the rhythm
We're dancing, we're dancing, we're dancing

Dancing in New York, Los Angeles, Miami 
Barcelona, Buenos Aires 
We’re gonna have a party 
Dancing in Caracas, in London and Japan 
We’re dancing all around the world 
On and on and on 

Mexico, Cuba, Guatemala
Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Panama
Dominican Republic
Argentina and Uruguay, Paraguay 
Chile, Puerto Rico, Honduras 
Spain, we're dancing, we're dancing, we're dancing

We're dancing, we're dancing, we're dancing 
We're enjoy the rhythm
We're dancing, we're dancing, we're dancing 
We're celebrating
We're dancing, we're dancing, we're dancing



Naturaleza
Rios y montañas 
Naturaleza 
Rivers and mountains 
Naturaleza 
Nuestro mundo tan bonito 
Canten conmigo niños 
Juntos para ver la 
Naturaleza 

Flores y cascadas 
Naturaleza 
Flowers and waterfalls 
Naturaleza 
Nuestro mundo tan bonito 
Canten conmigo niños 
Juntos para ver la 
Naturaleza 

Hay que protegerla

Viento y nieve 
Naturaleza 
Wind and snow 
Naturaleza 
Nuestro mundo tan bonito 
Canten conmigo niños 
Juntos para ver la naturaleza 



Nature
Rivers and mountains 
Nature
Rivers and mountains 
Nature
Such a beautiful world 
Children sing along with me 
Together to see 
Nature

Flowers and waterfalls 
Nature
Flowers and waterfalls 
Nature
Such a beautiful world 
Children sing along with me 
Together to see 
Nature

We've got to protect it

Wind and snow 
Nature
Wind and snow 
Nature
Such a beautiful world 
Children sing along with me 
Together to see nature



Big Yellow Bus
I’m getting on a big yellow bus 
Just me and my best friend Gus 
We’re gonna laugh, we’re gonna 
sing 
We’re gonna dance, do our thing 

Waiting on the corner, can’t 
stand still 
Mom is looking from the 
windowsill 
When all of a sudden there’s a 
rumbling sound 
Toes start tapping all over town 
Is it a bird, is it a plane, is it a 
rocket ship 
The answer is no but I’ll give you
a tip 
I’m talking about some 
marvelous, magical motion 
Forget about surfing out on the
ocean 
Nothing beats a big yellow bus 
bus ride 
C’mon, c’mon now get inside 

I’m getting on a big yellow bus 
Just me and my best friend Gus 
We’re gonna laugh, we’re gonna 
sing 
We’re gonna dance, do our thing 

A las seis de la mañana, me 
desperté 
Con un desayuno grande, y 
Marta y José 
Huevos rancheros, jugo de 
naranja 
Leche leche leche pan y fruta 
Six in the morning gotta get up 
Wash hair, brush teeth, put juice in 
a cup 
Eggs in the pan toast and jelly 
My brother and my sister are 
rubbing on their bellies 

No es complicado, es muy sencillo 
El autobús es grande y amarillo 
Backflips, somersaults, crackerjacks 
Put our lunch in a box and we pack 
up our snacks 
Corriendo a la esquina 
rápidamente 
Empieza la fiesta de repente

I’m getting on a big yellow bus 
Me and Gus and the rest of us 
We’re gonna jump, we’re gonna 
shout 
Stomp our feet, it’s gonna get 
loud 



Big Yellow Bus
I’m getting on a big yellow bus 
Just me and my best friend Gus 
We’re gonna laugh, we’re gonna 
sing 
We’re gonna dance, do our thing 

Waiting on the corner, can’t 
stand still 
Mom is looking from the 
windowsill 
When all of a sudden there’s a 
rumbling sound 
Toes start tapping all over town 
Is it a bird, is it a plane, is it a 
rocket ship 
The answer is no but I’ll give you
a tip 
I’m talking about some 
marvelous, magical motion 
Forget about surfing out on the
ocean 
Nothing beats a big yellow bus 
bus ride 
C’mon, c’mon now get inside 

I’m getting on a big yellow bus 
Just me and my best friend Gus 
We’re gonna laugh, we’re gonna 
sing 
We’re gonna dance, do our thing 

At six in the morning, I
woke up
With a big breakfast, and Marta 
and Jose
Ranchero style eggs, orange
juice
Milk, milk, milk, bread and fruit 
Six in the morning gotta get up 
Wash hair, brush teeth, put juice 
in a cup 
Eggs in the pan toast and jelly 
My brother and my sister are 
rubbing on their bellies 

It's not complicated, it's very simple 
The bus is big and yellow 
Backflips, somersaults, crackerjacks 
Put our lunch in a box and we pack 
up our snacks 
Running quickly to the 
corner
All of a sudden the party starts

I’m getting on a big yellow bus 
Me and Gus and the rest of us 
We’re gonna jump, we’re gonna 
shout 
Stomp our feet, it’s gonna get 
loud 



Uno, Dos, Tres
Uno, dos, tres—one, two, three 
Come on everybody sing along with me 
Uno, dos, tres—one, two three 
Come on everybody sing along sing with me 

We’re gonna learn to count to ten today 
Uno, dos, tres now we’re on our way 
Cuatro, cinco, seis--four, five six
Es fácil, it’s easy 
There are no tricks

Uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis 
Counting up to six, just running in place 
Siete, ocho, nueve—seven, eight, nine 
We’re almost up to ten in a minute’s time 

Uno, dos, tres, cuatro, cinco, seis 
Siete, ocho, nueve y diez 



One, Two, Three
One, two, three—one, two, three
Come on everybody sing along with me 
One, two, three—one, two three
Come on everybody sing along sing with me 

We’re gonna learn to count to ten today 
One, two three now we’re on our way 
Four, five, six--four, five six
It's easy, it’s easy
There are no tricks

One, two, three, four, five, six
Counting up to six, just running in place 
Seven, eight, nine—seven, eight, nine 
We’re almost up to ten in a minute’s time 

One, two, three, four, five, six
Seven, eight, nine and ten



Señorita Mariposa

Chorus: 
Señorita mariposa 

Tú eres muy hermosa 

Señorita mariposa

Tú eres muy hermosa 

Te quiero a ti 

Little butterfly
You just caught my eye 

Little butterfly
Flying through the sky 

I’m so happy you’re alive 

Con tus alas preciosas

Cuando te posas en la rosa 

Your pretty yellow wings 

They make me want to sing 

(Chorus)

Cada vez que pienso en ti 

Me siento muy feliz 

I love to see you in the trees 

Playing with the bumblebees 

(Chorus)
Little butterfly flying through the sky 
I’m so happy you’re alive 



Miss Butterfly

Chorus:
Miss butterfly
You are so beautiful
Miss butterfly
You are so beautiful
I love you

Little butterfly
You just caught my eye 

Little butterfly
Flying through the sky 

I’m so happy you’re alive 

With your precious wings
When you land on a rose
Your pretty yellow wings 

They make me want to sing 

(Chorus)

Every time I think about you
I feel so happy
I love to see you in the trees 

Playing with the bumblebees 

(Chorus)
Little butterfly flying through the sky 
I'm so happy you’re alive



Waiting for the Ball
I’ve been waiting for the ball but it never comes my way 
I’ve been here in right field since last Saturday
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
They’re hitting doubles and triples and lots of home runs 
Getting tired of waiting here in the sun
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 

I’d like a glass of water or even lemonade 
I’d like to take a nap lying in the shade 
Instead I’m standing here watching grass grow 
Picking dandelions, staring at my toes 

I’ve been waiting for the ball but it never comes my way 
I’m getting old and tired, my hair’s turning gray 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
Line drives to left field, nothing to right
I should have brought a pillow, I’ll be here all night 

Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 

I wish I had a book, or even just a snack,
They've scored one hundred runs, they'll never come back 
I wanna swing the bat, and hit a home run
But most of all I just want to get out of the sun

Esperando la pelota todo él día 
Estoy aburrido, ay caramba, mammá mía 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 



Waiting for the Ball
I’ve been waiting for the ball but it never comes my way 
I’ve been here in right field since last Saturday
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
They’re hitting doubles and triples and lots of home runs 
Getting tired of waiting here in the sun 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way

I’d like a glass of water or even lemonade 
I’d like to take a nap lying in the shade 
Instead I’m standing here watching grass grow 
Picking dandelions, staring at my toes 

I’ve been waiting for the ball but it never comes my way 
I’m getting old and tired, my hair’s turning gray 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
Line drives to left field, nothing to right
I should have brought a pillow, I’ll be here all night 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way

I wish I had a book, or even just a snack,
They've scored one hundred runs, they'll never come back 
I wanna swing the bat, and hit a home run
But most of all I just want to get out of the sun

Waiting for the ball the entire day
I'm bored, oh my goodness, mamma mia
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 
Oh, oh, oh it never comes my way 



Sueños
Quieto en la cama 
Quieto en la cama, durmiendo 
Y el dia acabó 

Todo mis sueños 
Están llenos 
De mis amigos 
Los osos y leones 
Amables animales 
Los osos y leones 

Quieto en la cama 
Quieto en la cama, durmiendo 
Las estrellas me protegen 
A través de la noche 
Hasta la mañana 

Todo mis sueños 
Están llenos 
De mis amigos 
Los osos y leones 
Amables animales 
Los osos y leones



Dreams
Lying still in bed 
Sleeping quietly in bed 
And the day is over

All of my dreams
Are filled
With my friends
The bears and the lions 
Lovely animals
The bears and the lions

Lying still in bed 
Sleeping quietly in bed 
The stars watch over 
Through the night 
Until the morning

All of my dreams
Are filled
With my friends
The bears and the lions 
Friendly animals
The bears and the lions



More About the Songs

COLORES
“Colores” teaches the names of the colors in both Spanish and 
English. But this song is nothing like a typical vocabulary lesson.  
The infectious Latin rhythms and catchy chorus leave the listener 
marveling at all the beautiful colors of the world.

AHORITA
Mister G's songs are like kids: full of energy!  “Ahorita” celebrates 
the present moment, whether it's time to jugar (play), bailar (dance), 
or saltar (jump).

MONO EN MIS MANOS
This bossa nova tune is about the unique friendship between a boy 
and his pet monkey. The lilting arrangement features Mister G 
playing his nylon string classical guitar along with Latin percussion, 
trumpet and harmony vocals.

CHOCOLALALA
People say that music is the universal language, and some believe 
that chocolate is the universal food. In this high-energy song, Mister 
G celebrates chocolate and many of his other favorite things.  Just 
try to resist the temptation to get up and dance to these delicious 
rhythms!  

BAILAMOS
On this high-energy song Mister G takes you on a trip around the 
world to celebrate the unique power of music to bring people 
together. “Bailamos” also provides an unforgettable geography 
lesson, so you'll be learning while you're dancing!  This song is 
guaranteed to get the whole family up on its feet and grooving.



NATURALEZA
Many of Mister G's songs reflect his love and appreciation of nature, 
but perhaps none more than this ballad. The subject is the bountiful 
beauty of the earth, including the rivers (rios), mountains (montañas), 
flower (flores) and waterfalls (cascadas).  

BIG YELLOW BUS
In this funky rap song, Mister G and his friends turn a routine trip to 
school into an unforgettable dance party. Getting on the school bus 
has never been so much fun!   

UNO, DOS, TRES
This reggae-inspired tune teaches the numbers so you'll always 
remember how to count (at least up to ten!) in either Spanish and 
English.

SEÑORITA MARIPOSA  

Inspired by the annual monarch butterfly migration between Mexico 
and the United States, this song is written from the perspective of a 
child delighting in nature.  Listen for the traditional percussion 
instrument called the clave.  Hint: it sounds like two hardwood sticks 
being hit together…because that’s actually what the instrument is.

WAITING FOR THE BALL 

When Mister G was a kid he loved playing baseball.  This ska-
influenced song tells the story of young player on a hot summer day 
waiting for a ball that never seems to come his way.

SUEÑOS
This ballad is the perfect bedtime song.  Sueños means “dreams” in 
Spanish, and listening to this gentle bossa nova lullaby is a recipe for 
sweet dreams indeed.



"Kid-friendly, bilingual rocks tar." 
--The Washington Post 

A Latin GRAMMY Award Winner, Mister G is a superstar in the 
children's music world. 

Called "irresistible" by People Magazine, and a "kid-friendly bilingual 
rock star" by The Washington Post, Mister G has been named one of the 
"Best Live Acts for Kids and Families." His albums have won praise 
from Parents magazine, the LA Times, and the Boston Globe, and won 
three Parents' Choice Gold Awards. 

He regularly headlines major venues coast-to-coast including The Getty 
Museum (Los Angeles), The National Zoo (Washington, DC), Hard 
Rock Cafe (Philadelphia), New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, 
Central Park SummerStage (New York City), Chicago Botanic 
Gardens, and Austin City Limits. 

www.mistergsongs.com
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